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Homework Problem #1

8.4A  * 1.25 = 10.5A 

8.4A  *1.25 * 2 = 21A 

21A  *1.25  = 26A Next higher fuse size  = 30A 

21A  *1.25  = 26A 

Use  310.16 or 310.17 table to select conductor based on 

Required amapacity   - 12AWG THWN-2 in conduit
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Homework Problem #1

• What if over current device terminal rating is 60C?

• What if we do not have over current device in the circuit?

Two de-rate factors, temp and conduit fill

30A * .80* .71 = 17A

12AWG THWN-2 not acceptable, 17A < 21A – de rate < continuous current 

Try next larger conductor, 10AWG THWN-2:

Ampacity = 40A, de rate = 40A * .80 * .71 = 23A:

10AWG THWN-2 not acceptable, 23A < 30A   - de rate < over current rating

Try next larger conductor, 8AWG THWN-2:

Ampacity = 55A, de rate = 55A * .80 * .71 = 31.2A

8AWG THWN-2 provides sufficient ampacity to account for continuous

Current after de rating and  exceeds over current device rating
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Homework Problem #2

8.4A  * 1.25 = 10.5A 

8.4A  *1.25 * 4 = 42A 

42A  *1.25  = 52.5A Next higher fuse size  = 60A 

42A  *1.25  = 52.5A 

Use  310.16 or 310.17 table to select conductor based on 

Required amapacity   - 8AWG USE-2 in free air
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Homework Problem #2

One de-rate factors, temp and conduit fill

80A * .58 = 46A

8AWG  USE-2 not acceptable, 46A < 60A – de rate < over current rating

Try next larger conductor, 6AWG USE-2:

Ampacity = 105A, de rate = 105A * .58 = 61A

6AWG USE-2 provides sufficient ampacity to account for continuous

current after de rating and  exceeds over current device rating

Look at ampacity of the same conductor with lower temp rating of the

Over current device. That ampacity must exceed over current device

ampacity


